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Dear Friends, 

When I reflect on the rate of change in society over the last few months it 

seems bewildering. The following quote from Teresa of Avila is helpful I 

think: 

‘Let nothing Disturb you, Let nothing frighten you,  

Though all things pass, God does not change.’ 
 

Ultimately God will remain constant and that should be a source of 

strength and comfort during the Pandemic. 
 

When we look to the Bible many characters experienced sudden changes 

in their circumstances. 
 

Adam and Eve faced a difficult life outside the Garden of Eden when they 

were expelled by God. The Israelites faced a new life of wandering in the 

desert after they dramatically left their exile in Egypt and then they experi-

enced the joy of the Promised Land. Those first disciples experienced the 

sudden power of an incarnate God in Jesus and then both the resurrection 

and ascension of Jesus and the tangible experience of a Holy Spirit with 

God being ever present in the third part of the Trinity. 
 

Generally, life is full of change: birth, death and marriage may be obvious 

but the arrival of grandchildren or children, the onset of disease, changes 

in living arrangements and the changes of the seasons are changes too. 

But for us in England, change has been rapid since Christmas. For our na-

tion, July and August will see further relaxation to our lockdown rules and 

the introduction of the ‘new normal’. I expect many things will be differ-

ent but this doesn’t mean they won’t be better or more fulfilling. For our 

curate Marcus and his family too; they will experience the end of life as a 

student/ordinand and the new beginnings as Marcus is licensed firstly as a 

Lay Worker and then ordained as a Deacon. 
 

I work as many of you know, full time in the NHS. I am proud that I have 
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worked in the public sector my whole career but in the public sector 

change is constant. 
 

I have been very struck by the way that the NHS has allowed itself not to 

be rushed back into doing all the things that it has always done, in the 

ways that it has always done. In fact, the Chief Executive of NHS England 

(Simon Stevens) has talked about ‘banking’ the things that have worked 

well and ‘locking in’ change. Since March 2020, it has been amazing that 

processes that seemed incredibly complicated were able to be easily sim-

plified and speeded up. Things that we always thought were just too com-

plicated to accomplish have been quickly achieved. 
 

I think that the national church and we locally at St Mary's may wish to 

consider what has worked well during the lockdown for the Church.  
 

Where have we seen Christ’s generosity and compassion at its best? In 

what way has our mission been developed? What are things we have al-

ways done which we wish not to start again? In what ways has the Church 

stood alongside the suffering and isolation of the world? What gaps has it 

shown in our infrastructure? 
 

I would encourage you all as we come out of this phase of lockdown to 

consider in your prayers the lessons, tragedies, pain and joy of lockdown. 

If you have ideas or reflections on this please feel free to share them with 

the ministry team, Churchwardens or members of the PCC. 
 

With the commitment of my continued prayer for you all at this critical 

time. 
 

Best wishes and stay safe, 

Cathy Sanderson 

Reader 
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News from Andrew 
and Mia in 
Nynäshamn  
 
 
 

 

We are both managing well here. It is difficult for us to imagine how it 
must feel for you when under the constraints of a lockdown.  It is care 
homes and those for the elderly that have been suffering most here in 
Sweden and elsewhere. 
  

Despite what one might imagine from all the negative vibes that are 
going out regards Sweden, for those such as ourselves we are, in all 
but by name, in lockdown.  
 

Anyone over 70 is instructed to stay at home. We have not left our 
property since 11 March.  
 

Every three weeks one or other of Mia's daughters very 
kindly does the shopping for us, even though they live 65 
kilometres away. Mia is marvellous in managing our pro-
visions so we seem to last quite well and do not have to 
go without. We do however ration ourselves on liquid re-
freshments. Unlike England you cannot buy wine at a su-

permarket and we are not inclined to ask the girls to extend the shop-
ping to go to Systembolaget* for wine. 
 

The only time I go out is to walk or cycle to our post box, down by the 
main road, to pick up our mail.  
  

I have continued with my Swedish studies on a course that went online 
with three Zoom meetings a week. Last Wednesday was the final 
exam, results revealed on Monday. We have been reading the Swedish 
translation of 'Of Mice and Men' by John Steinbeck, often a little chal-
lenging. I will feel that I have achieved something when I can under-
stand everything of the news on the TV.  
  

While I have been plugging away, Mia has been out splitting wood with 
the hydraulic wood splitter, building up our wood store. Yesterday we 

A SWEDISH DIARY 
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covered up the stack of wood now 6 metres long 1.5 high and 1 metre 
deep. Once all splitting is complete we should have enough for at 
least 2 years if not more. 
  
 

I can appreciate that compost could be a problem when one is not 
blessed with the significant space that we have here. This afternoon I 
have cut some of our grass with a scythe resulting in four barrow 
loads of compost material. Our garden is still adorned with a carpet 
of cowslips and other wild flowers and so we only cut about a quar-
ter of the grass otherwise we would not have such a 
display. Hopefully it also helps the attract the insects to 
pollinate our aged apple trees.  
  

We have set the potatoes having built a fence around 
the patch to keep the wild boar out. They took most of 
our potatoes last year. Already this year they have done 
a little garden excavation but nothing too bad. It is a lit-

tle difficult to keep them out. Even when fencing the 
property they are apt to swim, so can come in from the 
sea. 
  

Other more appealing visitors have included a couple of 
hares and two large families of grey geese. 
As of last month we acquired seven chickens. Presently 

there is only one laying bird with five of her offspring 
and one fine cockerel by the name of Arvid. 
  

We have just watched the Ascension Day service 
from St Mary's. It makes us feel part of St Mary's al-
though a little distance away. For me, understanding 
the sermons in Swedish is still difficult. It should be 
easier for me to understand more of the services in 
the future.  
 

Hopefully we will, at some date, be able to attend church again. Like 
yourselves we miss the singing and look forward to a return to some 
degree of normality to enable such things to resume. 
 

*   

                     Systembolaget - Swedish store selling alcohol. 
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Meet Forest Friendly Fairtrade Farmers 

 

It's time to salute the brilliant work of those on the front line of the 

climate crisis. 

Fairtrade farmers like the cocoa growers in Sierra Leone who are pro-

tecting their unique rainforest home while sustainably farming cocoa 

for delicious Fairtrade chocolate bars. 
 

Across the world so many other farmers and workers face the same 

problems. They passionately want to protect our planet, but don't 

earn enough for the basics, like education and medical treatment. 

And the climate crisis is only making things harder. 
 

That's why Fairtrade is so important. 
 

The better deal we can all deliver with Fairtrade allows more farmers 

and workers to provide more sustainable futures for the environment, 

businesses and their communities. 
 

And whether it's cocoa from Sierra Leone, tea from India or bananas 

from the Caribbean, all your Fairtrade treats are produced in line with 

our eco-friendly Fairtrade Standards. 
 

So as a Fairtrade movement, it's our job to stand with farmers like 

Beshey's family, who tell their story in our film. We'll be sharing more 

ways to join them in tackling the climate crisis in the next few months. 
 

Right now, let's share their story to celebrate their work, as they fight 

for a fairer future for people and planet.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yp9VXT-X918  
 

Stefan, 

Fairtrade Foundation, Supporters' Team 

LATEST NEWS 
Farming that fights the climate crisis 
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How many years have passed with 

volunteers helping the Sunday 

Christian Service enabling patients 

to join in! 
 

Richard’s memories go back a long 

way; I took home a plea from the 

PCC that more help was needed. I 

felt unable to work with wheel-

chairs. Many of you will remember 

the old Chapel with pews enabling 

quite a congregation. I too was 

asked to help, so Richard and I cy-

cled once a month to assist. 

At that time we depended on a 

priest or lay reader from our 

church to take the service. We 

were also helped by having hymns 

played on the organ. 
 

It is more than eight years ago 

since we were introduced to Nicola 

McIntosh who was to be the Hospi-

tal chaplain. It was wonderful to 

have the service organised with 

information concerning patients’ 

needs. 
 

It was a shock to be told that the 

Hospital needed the space so our 

Chapel was to be demolished. Ni-

cola argued to no avail but got in-

volved with the choice of replace-

ment. It is a small room shared 

with other denominations and 

faiths: she chose the windows as a 

beautiful outlook for worshipers.  

 

If you walk the corridor to Britannia 

Road exit, do look into the Faith 

Room. The design brings peace to 

all who sit quietly. It is open to any 

person to visit. There are services 

during the week. 
 

Our team assembles one Sunday a 

month: Mary and Michael Everitt, 

Helen Stuart, a worshipper from 

Holy Cross, with both of us, ready 

to be directed to the wards where 

patients are prepared to be col-

lected by wheelchair for half an 

hour of worship. Everyone is al-

ways grateful for time away from 

the ward, meeting people, often 

finding someone they know. We are 

able to help them when the service 

ends by returning them when they 

feel ready. Anyone who wishes to 

join us is welcome. 
 

Nicola manages all the paperwork. 

She often has information concern-

ing any patient who wishes to come 

to our service. We must ask the 

nurses, if this is possible, to pre-

pare the patient into the wheelchair 

ready to leave the ward. 
 

Nicola brought an organised sys-

tem to our monthly effort but now 

she is on the move. Nicola has 

been a friend as well as chaplain. 

We wish her well with her next 

chosen occupation. 

Sylvia and Richard Tysoe 

Changes at Bedford South 

Wing Hospital 
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Dear Mr Kirby 
 

Many thanks for your kind donation of £335.00 on 08 

June 2020 towards the work of Christian Aid. Your gift 

will help support our work in 40 of the world's poorest countries. 
 

Your donation could help people like Faith fight for a green future. 

Faith's fields used to be dirt and dust. Ongoing drought in Kenya meant 

next to nothing grew. But with your support Faith's community was able 

to build a dam so that when the rain does fall they can collect every last 

drop. The dam has transformed Faith's life. With water she can farm. 

With water she can make bricks for her home. With water she can afford 

to send her children to school. 
 

Faith said, 'The sand dam has made me and my family happy because 

when it was not there, I was not able to plant anything. Now we can 

plant vegetables and water our trees.' Your generous donation this Lent 

will mean we can continue to stand with our neighbours like Faith to 

transform the lives of those facing the climate crisis. 
 

Christian Aid believes in strengthening people to find their own solutions 

to the problems they face. We do whatever is needed to support poor 

people and their communities, whether it’s speaking out against the 

causes of poverty or funding vital work on the ground. The generosity of 

our supporters means we are currently able to support over 600 partner 

organisations around the world as they work towards ending the injustice 

of poverty. 
 

Once again, thank you so much for your continued support of our work 

with and for the poorest communities on earth. With your continued 

help, we can make a difference. 

I hope you enjoy learning how your support is transforming the lives of 

people overseas.  

Last month we reported on the donations you made to Christian Aid 
through St Mary’s.  The letter below from the Charity outlines some of the 
ways the money is being used. 
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Christian Rural and Environmental Studies 
Certificate – course update 

 

 Since mid May (I am writing this in early July) I have 
been working on the Rural and Environmental Theology 
module. It’s been a fascinating module so far, focused on 
the history of Christian thought about the environment 
and place. I’ve really enjoyed learning more about views 

 from different traditions such as Celtic Christianity and the 
 Eastern Orthodox Church.  
 

During June I also took part in 30 Days Wild, an initiative 
from the Wildlife Trusts which aims to connect people to 
nature and especially to the nature on their doorstep. 
There are some suggested challenges which you can find 
via an app, their website and social media, or an activity 
pack. The idea is to take some time each day to complete 
a challenge or to appreciate nature. A Rocha UK invited 
everyone on their Wild Christian* email list to take part 
saying, ‘one of our firm beliefs at A Rocha UK is that we are 
more likely to nurture and defend God’s creation if we first 
spend time enjoying it.’ It was a great experience and I’d 
recommend it to everyone for next year.   
 

Reflecting on 30 Days Wild from a Christian 
perspective is going to be part of my essay for 
this module and I’m looking forward to 
writing about joy and wonder in creation – it 
will certainly be an antidote to the news cycle 

 at the moment! 
 

The annual residential which should have been held in 
early September at Ripon College Cuddesdon has now 
been cancelled due to coronavirus. The residential would 
normally include a field trip, talks and discussion groups. 
It is also when final year students present their project or 
dissertation. This is the final element of the course where 
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students are given the opportunity to study a topic that 
has interested them in more depth. Some are reflections 
on practical projects – for example an Eco Church related 
activity or a conservation project. Others are more 
academic and might look at a theme such as rewilding, an 
area of theology or have a particular Biblical emphasis. 
The only stipulation is that they must address the link 
between Christianity and rural and / or environmental 
concerns. The presentations are still happening and we 
will be meeting online on Saturday 5th September. I’m 
looking forward to hearing them as I begin to think about 
what I might choose for my topic. 
 

 Shelly Dennison 
 
*”A Rocha UK's Wild Christian scheme is a community of families 
and individuals exploring the connections between our Christian 
faith, the natural environment, and how we live. 
 

As we journey together, reflecting biblically and acting boldly, we 
invite you to share your story, ideas and learning so that collectively 
we can live more joyfully and sustainably with the rest of God’s 
Creation. 
 

Sign up and each month we’ll send you something to think about and 
some practical actions that you can take to help you enjoy, nurture 
and protect nature. You’ll also have the opportunity to share your 
own stories, if you wish, and to help us generate ideas for future 
editions.” 
 

Sign up at https://arocha.org.uk/wildchristian/  
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For 13+ weeks a group 

of neighbours in 

Wendover Drive have 

been doing a ‘daily 

dance’ at 7.00pm. 

We have a different dance for each day 

 

                Monday - Macarena 

           Tuesday - YMCA  

         Wednesday - Agadoo 

             Thursday- Hokey Cokey 

                Friday - Birdie Dance 

                 Saturday- Whigfield (Saturday Night) 

                Sunday- Blame it on the Boogie 
 

We’ve hardly missed a night- even danced in the rain. 

Any weddings coming up - we are your ‘girls’ - I say this 

loosely- one is just a little girl but most of us are slightly more 

mature.  

I’ve been supplying the music played from my i-Phone through 

a speaker. 

Sometimes other people, dog walking or out for evening stroll 

have joined in! 

Like many others I’ve also become quite adept at ‘Zooming‘. 

Choir, Pilates, Book Group & social chats online have made 

lockdown much easier to cope with & kept us all in touch. 
 

Sue Barker  
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Noah’s ArkNoah’s ArkNoah’s ArkNoah’s Ark    
    

Everything I need Everything I need Everything I need Everything I need 
totototo    know I learnt know I learnt know I learnt know I learnt     
from Noah’s Ark.from Noah’s Ark.from Noah’s Ark.from Noah’s Ark.        
 
  

 1. 1. 1. 1.     Don't miss the boat.Don't miss the boat.Don't miss the boat.Don't miss the boat.    

2. 2. 2. 2.     Remember that we are all in the same boat.Remember that we are all in the same boat.Remember that we are all in the same boat.Remember that we are all in the same boat.    

3. 3. 3. 3.     Plan ahead. It was not raining when Noah built the Ark.Plan ahead. It was not raining when Noah built the Ark.Plan ahead. It was not raining when Noah built the Ark.Plan ahead. It was not raining when Noah built the Ark.    

4. 4. 4. 4.     Stay fit; when you are 60 years old someone might ask you to Stay fit; when you are 60 years old someone might ask you to Stay fit; when you are 60 years old someone might ask you to Stay fit; when you are 60 years old someone might ask you to 
do something really big.do something really big.do something really big.do something really big.    

5. 5. 5. 5.     Do not listen to critics; just get Do not listen to critics; just get Do not listen to critics; just get Do not listen to critics; just get 
on with the job that needs to be on with the job that needs to be on with the job that needs to be on with the job that needs to be 
done.done.done.done.    

6. 6. 6. 6.     Build your future on high Build your future on high Build your future on high Build your future on high 
ground.ground.ground.ground.    

7. 7. 7. 7.     For safety’s sake travel in pairs.For safety’s sake travel in pairs.For safety’s sake travel in pairs.For safety’s sake travel in pairs.    

8. 8. 8. 8.     Speed is not always an advan-Speed is not always an advan-Speed is not always an advan-Speed is not always an advan-
tage. The snails were on board tage. The snails were on board tage. The snails were on board tage. The snails were on board 
with the cheetahs.with the cheetahs.with the cheetahs.with the cheetahs.    

9. 9. 9. 9.     When you are stressed, float When you are stressed, float When you are stressed, float When you are stressed, float 
awhile.awhile.awhile.awhile.    

10. 10. 10. 10.     Remember the Ark was built by amateurs, the Titanic by pro-Remember the Ark was built by amateurs, the Titanic by pro-Remember the Ark was built by amateurs, the Titanic by pro-Remember the Ark was built by amateurs, the Titanic by pro-
fessionals.fessionals.fessionals.fessionals.    

11. 11. 11. 11.     No matter the storm, when you are with No matter the storm, when you are with No matter the storm, when you are with No matter the storm, when you are with God there is always a God there is always a God there is always a God there is always a 
rainbow waiting.rainbow waiting.rainbow waiting.rainbow waiting.    
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It’s been suggested to me that it may be of interest to some 

readers to learn about my signing history as I run the Signing 

group and we usually sign part of the Family Praise services at 

St. Mary’s.  
 

In 1988, after many years of teaching in primary schools, I 

moved into a very different educational provision, to teach on the 

site of what was then called a Long-Stay Mental Handicap Hos-

pital (similar to Bedford’s Manor House Hospital). Our Education 

Centre was affectionately known at the hospital as ‘The School’, 

even though our students were aged from 19 – 60+ years old. 

Many of them had been in the hospital since childhood. The stu-

dents in my classes had severe or complex or profound learning 

disabilities, or a combination of the three. The majority of them 

had not learnt how to bond with others, and were not able to ex-

press themselves through speech. The main aim of our work 

was to build non-verbal communication skills, both to help them 

learn how to build relationships with others, and to develop 

meaningful communication. It was here that I first learnt basic 

signing to use with those students who had been taught it as 

children in ‘The School’. We used Makaton, a signing system 

based on British Sign Language (BSL), developed specifically 

for people with learning disabilities living in hospital settings. 
 

Here, I learnt the signing vocabulary in the four stages set out in 

Makaton, and got along well enough with it. It was when I moved 

to another educational establishment for children and young 

people with learning disabilities in 1994 that my signing abilities 

were stretched! I was now in a school, teaching the further edu-

cation classes of 19-21 year olds, and having to teach National Curricu-

lum subjects. These students were much more skilled in signing than my 

previous ones, and staff were expected to sign as we spoke – ok, signing 

only the keywords of each sentence, but using a much broader vocabu-

lary than I was used to. It was a steep, and by necessity, rapid learning 

curve for me. We used the Sig-

nalong signing system which was 

fairly new. It also had its roots in 

BSL, and had been devised to develop the signs needed for National 

Curriculum subjects. Thankfully, there were speech therapists on-site, so 
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When in doubt, make it up”! 
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there was a cavalry to call in, as and when. But our staff team often had to 

call on the maxim, “When in doubt, make it up”! 
 

My skills improved to the point of my deciding to train as a Signalong Tu-

tor, which meant that I could run courses to teach others to a Signalong 

Certificate level, and I continued to sometimes run these alongside my 

teaching until my retirement in 2005.    
 

In 2003, Signalong published a set of signs for worship in a Handbook 

called ‘Being with God’. It had been sponsored by the then Bishop of 

Rochester, amongst others. At that time, we at St, Mary’s sometimes used 

action songs, and it seemed to 

me that perhaps we could pre-

pare ourselves for hopefully 

receiving into our church com-

munity, families where there 

were children with learning difficulties, or adults with learning difficulties, 

by using these worship signs for some songs and prayers.  Rev. Richard 

Howlett was very open to this, and so the Signing Group was established 

(2008, I think), and eventually, signing in our services for families was in-

troduced. Although we’ve had few families where there were members 

with learning difficulties joining our church, many of our Family Praise con-

gregation have felt that the signing has in some cases strengthened the 

meaning of the words being spoken or sung. And so we continue, while 

people feel their worship is enhanced by the signing, and in the hope that 

at some time, we will have members with learning difficulties who will ap-

preciate a church providing some signing.  
 

The only signing I do now is at St. Mary’s, and, to a lesser extent, at 

a small Faith and Light group for people with learning difficulties, 

their families and friends, which, pre-Covid 19, met monthly for so-

cial interaction, worship and refreshment. It’s so true that ‘if you 

don’t use it, you lose it’ and I now have to look up in my Signalong 

handbooks, so many words I used to know. But the Signing Group 

and I learn together, and have some fun along the way. My thanks 

go to our signers, Angus, Marla and Simon, for their interest and 

commitment; and to all of you in the Family Praise congregation 

who appreciate (and in growing numbers, join in with) the signing 

during these services. 
 

People feel their worship is 

enhanced by the signing 
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 Life in LockdownLife in LockdownLife in LockdownLife in Lockdown 

 

My friend said "Quarantine your post". 
I hadn't thought of that! 
So letters pile up in the hall 
Just where the cat decides to sprawl - 
Should we quarantine the cat?? 

 
We go out for a nervous walk, 
And never use the bus. 
We circle round all passers-by 
And hardly look them in the eye - 
What if they breathe on us! 

 
The Daily Briefing must be watched. 
What are they going to say? 
They cannot answer what we ask, 
It's too impossible a task 
But "we're working night and day!" 
 

The time creeps round to eight o'clock, 
I wait here with my chap. 
It's Thursday night, the street is poised  
To suddenly erupt with noise,  
And out we go to clap. 

 
Our plucky daughter once a week 
Brings us our Tesco shopping, 
And on our screens, without a sound, 
A gentleman goes round and round 
His garden, without stopping. 

� 
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  Some read long novels, knit and craft, 

 Monotony to banish, 
 Some bike and garden, send round jokes 
 And emails, and a lot of folks 
 Have started learning Spanish! 

 
Some turn to nature for their help, 
Becoming expert birders, 
Some on their sofa cushions lie 
And doze and let the time go by 
And watch Midsomer Murders. 
 

 And we persuade ourselves it's fun - 
 No serious crisis looming, 
 And we can cope with anything 
 And manage social distancing 
 (I never managed Zooming!) 

 
There will be another kind of life 
Which we are promised now - 
We can go shopping,  
 visit zoos, 
  Have our hair cut,  
   buy new shoes BUTBUTBUTBUT 
 

Will we remember HOWHOWHOWHOW??? 
 
 Christine Hunt 

2m    
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‘LET LIGHT SHINE OUT OF DARKNESS.’  

2 CORINTHIANS 4:6 

 

In the midst of the current coronavirus crisis, many are beginning to won-

der what life might look like afterwards. Might this be a chance to create a 

new normal? For many years, Tearfund has walked alongside communities 

around the world as they respond to disasters, helping them to recover 

and create a more resilient 'new normal'. Now, we each face a similar op-

portunity: how can we ‘build back better’, and what is the church’s role? 
 

In response to coronavirus, churches around the world have adapted 

quickly to serve their communities. With online services, food distribution 

networks, phone banks for the isolated and much more, we have been 

finding new ways to be a light in the darkness, to love our neighbours and 

care for the most vulnerable. Although our church buildings may be 

closed, the role of the church in wider society has never been more impor-

tant. We’ve seen increasing numbers of people engage with church and 

heard stories of a rise in spiritual hunger.   
 

Whilst this is likely to be a drawn out crisis, we can already start to play a 

vital role in shaping what happens next.  
 

Crises of this scale give us, as a society, the rare opportunity to ask ques-

tions about who we are and about our place in the world. As the people of 

God, we are called to abide in Christ and let his life flow in and through us. 

As we emerge from this crisis, how do we do this? How can we embody 

the values of Christ’s kingdom and point people to a better way of living, 

in the midst of a hurt and broken world? This is an invitation to a conver-

sation and to action. 

 
Coronavirus is a serious health crisis, but it is also a serious societal crisis. 

It has held up a mirror to our society, in the UK and globally, and revealed 

brokenness that was often previously ignored. As many are currently say-

ing: ‘We’re all in the same storm, but we’re not all in the same boat.’ In 

the UK, along with risk factors such as age, it is the poorest and ethnic mi-

norities who are most likely to die during this pandemic. Globally, the 

lockdown has meant cramped living conditions, increasing debt, no access 

REBOOTING OUR SOCIETY 

WHERE WE ARE: CRISIS AND LAMENT  
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to (even digital) school lessons, and days without food. Kuki Rokhum from 

Eficor, a Tearfund partner in India, highlighted this in a recent prayer: ‘My 

biggest worry is the millions of poor people who do not have the means to 

protect themselves, or “work from home” or wash their hands or get their 

salary at the end of the month.’ Coronavirus has also put our current envi-

ronmental crisis back in the spotlight. Dr Ruth Valerio, Director of Global 

Advocacy and Influencing at Tearfund, recently explained: ‘As hard as it is 

to hear, the outbreak of coronavirus is not a “natural disaster”. Environ-

mental destruction makes it more likely for viruses to jump species and 

get into humans. Deforestation, mining, the bushmeat trade, animal traf-

ficking and unsustainable agricultural practices are all likely factors at 

play.’ The impact of coronavirus is made worse by these parallel social and 

environmental crises, nationally and globally. God has created a world 

where all things are interconnected, and there are consequences when 

those connections are damaged. Early research suggests that the poorest 

and those breathing the most polluted air are more likely to die of the dis-

ease. With climate change intensifying droughts, floods and storms, those 

already struggling to provide for their families are now in an even more 

precarious position. It is important to acknowledge all this, and to lament. 

 

 
 

 

And yet, as a seed falls to bring forth new life, we believe that hope is be-

ginning to emerge from this crisis. Among the disorientating chaos and 

anxiety of this almost global lockdown, many are rediscovering the cen-

trality of our connection with God, and with those around us. People are 

reaching out to God and to each other. In the UK, community WhatsApp 

groups, online Alpha courses and daily prayer rhythms have all sprung up 

as the distractions of modern life are stripped away. For many, this is a 

moment of spiritual awakening, and in the past, spiritual awakenings have 

so often gone hand in hand with social renewal. In South Africa, the 

church is already a key part of the national Covid-19 response. We are 

also glimpsing the benefits of living in harmony with God’s creation. In 

China, it's thought that the two-month reduction in air pollution during 

the lockdown ‘saved the lives of 4,000 children under 5 and 73,000 adults 

over 70 in China’ [many times more than have died from Covid-19 in  

WHAT IS EMERGING: HOPE AND RENEWAL 
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China]. For the first time in 30 years, the Himalayas are visible from the 

Punjab, 125 miles away. 
 

People are hearing birdsong louder than before, they’re breathing 

cleaner air and realising just how important getting outdoors can be for 

our well-being. We are beginning to spot the potential of a better life on 

the other side of this, and both hope and imagination are beginning to 

rise. Despite the chaos, we know that God’s plan is for peace, for 

‘shalom’. This transcends our modern notion of peace to include ideas of 

wholeness, balance and tranquility: everything in its place, everyone in 

right relationship. The antithesis of chaos. A world reflecting back the 

love and beauty of God. Creation is groaning in anticipation of this 

(Romans 8:22). It’s what we seek when we pray ‘your kingdom come’. It’s 

what we live out when we love God and love our neighbour. 
 

We’re already beginning to see three great shifts in our social values 

emerging, towards ideals much more aligned with the kingdom of God:  
 

1 From ‘I, alone’ to ‘We, together’. Our interconnectedness and 

our need for one another has never been clearer. In the UK, there’s 

been an extraordinary surge in local volunteering and activism, cre-

ating new expressions of community, and weekly celebrations of 

our vital ‘key workers’. Globally, the rapid spread of the disease has 

also demonstrated how the health and well-being of just one of us 

has implications for us all. We are deeply connected with one an-

other and with the whole of creation.  
 

2 From valuing productivity above all else to valuing life. In re-

sponse to this crisis, we’ve seen those without homes being 

housed, desperately needed water tanks and toilets constructed in 

poor areas, and communities coming together to make huge sacri-

fices to save lives. There has been a newfound urgency both to find 

and support those who are lonely and isolated, and a willingness 

among many to give up their time and their resources to support 

them. These solutions aren’t perfect, and some may only be tempo-

rary, but they demonstrate a shift to valuing life over productivity. 
 

3 From small tweaks to a new way of being. Many are beginning to 

realise that we have a chance to reshape culture and society. More 

and more people are joining this conversation, and there is an ap-



 

 

petite for real change. In a recent YouGov poll, only nine per cent of 

Britons want life to return to 'normal' once the lockdown is over. 

We have seen that we are capable of adapting fast as human beings 

and as a society: fundamental renewal feels possible, with exam-

ples of this reshaping popping up in Milan, Amsterdam and else-

where. The dignity of human life, the centrality of community and 

the flourishing of all people and all creation, these are values intrin-

sic to the Christian story. 

 
We hope that this is the beginning of a lasting transformation. And we 

want to invite you to be part of a conversation about how these values 

can be embedded in the way the economy works and how we relate to 

each other locally, regionally, nationally and internationally. As 

Archbishop Justin Welby highlighted in his Easter sermon: ‘After so much 

suffering, so much heroism from key workers and the NHS, we cannot be 

content to go back to what was before as if all is normal. There needs to 

be a resurrection of our common life.’  
 

As the people of God, we can speak prophetically to our society, casting a 

vision for a way forward. To do this, we must first reflect on what God 

might want to reveal to us personally through how we are experiencing 

this crisis, and on where God might be extending an invitation for us to 

join in with his work. In the study guide are some questions to help you 

with this process, go to www.tearfund.org/reboot.  
 

This may be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to reshape our society. After 

the unprecedented destruction of the Second World War, the UK had the 

hope, vision and unity to build the NHS that we appreciate so much to-

day. With the Marshall Plan, the US provided Western Europe with vast 

sums of money to fuel its economic recovery.  

In the past, Christians have so often been central at moments of social 

renewal – from the abolition of the slave trade to the civil rights struggle. 

As Tearfund, we have seen the crucial role that local churches often play 

as communities rebuild. The church can demonstrate that a different way 

forward is not only possible, but a better option for everyone. And to-

gether we can call on governments and businesses to reflect this in the 

ways that they reboot our economy and society. 

JOIN THE CONVERSATION  
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We need your help and  

photographic skills. 
 

W e have lost out on lots of income this year because of the coronavirus and 

need to recoup some of our losses so we thought we’d like to try and pro-

duce a St Mary’s calendar for 2021 to sell to the congregation and locally and now 

is the time to start planning this. Do you know of a good place to have our calen-

dar printed?  If so, please get in touch.  

W e’d like the calendar to feature different views of St Mary’s church 

throughout the seasons. The vicar has taken lots of pictures during lock-

down and we know that many of you have taken your own over the years.  

Perhaps you’ve taken a view of the church in snow or with the 

tamarisk in flower in the churchyard.... 

Maybe you caught the sun inside streaming through one of the 

windows or lighting up an altar frontal.... 

Has the church decorated for Christmas or harvest featured in one 

of your images.... 

Or a squirrel basking on a gravestone.... 

The more imaginative the better. 

I f you would like a picture to be considered for inclusion please let us know. The 

photos should be sent digitally and ideally be in landscape orientation although 

portrait can be accepted. Please also ensure that the files are not too large and 

for this project check that no people are identifiable in your pictures as we hope 

to sell the calendars and need to abide by data protection rules. 

W e shall need your pictures by the end of August if possible and if every-

thing goes according to plan would hope to have the calendars ready dur-

ing November or early December.  Whether it happens is up to you! 

We’d love a bumper crop of pictures to choose from!   

All photos and any questions should be submitted to  

parishandpeople@gmail.com  
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A REPORT FROM THE  

PCC PROPERTY COMMITTEE 
 

DEAR MEMBERS OF THE CONGREGATION 
 

You may have wondered what has been going on at St Mary’s during lock-

down. 
 

Well, we have been quite busy with work in the church, south porch, church 

hall and at the curate’s house at 1, Atholl Walk. 

 

THE CHURCH ELECTRICS 
 

For the best part of six weeks G. M. Lawrence Electrical has been com-

pletely rewiring the electrics in the Church. That meant taking out all the old 

and replacing with new. That has involved having scaffold towers right up 

to the ceilings in both the old and new parts of the Church. We have had 

additional lights fitted up in the choir gallery and new lighting for the high 

altar together with extra lighting in the south porch.  We have also had a 

number of power points fitted around the Church and this has meant we 

have had new switching fitted. 
 

While this has gone on we have had meetings with the architect and the con-

tractor to make sure all was being done to our liking. 
 

As I write this in early July it is hoped the work will be complete by Friday 

10th July. 

 

SOUTH PORCH 
 

Richard Cope has again been busy in this area cleaning the roof area,  re-

pairing cracks and re-plastering walls followed by redecorating the roof area 

and walls, repairing and decorating the seating and fitting new notice 

boards. 
 

Unfortunately while Richard was removing some rotten wood from the roof 

he discovered serious rot in the main beams of the roof structure. (It is not 

going to collapse!)  
 

So again we have had to consult with our architect and to get approval for 

the repair work and we now wait for an Archdeacon’s Letter of Approval 

before carrying out the repairs. Richard has agreed to do this work at a cost 

to us of around £5,000. (If we had gone out to contractors it could have cost 

us more than double Richard’s price )  
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CHURCH HALL  
 

Simon and I appealed to members in the Pews News for help in redecorating 

the hall and volunteers stepped forward. 
 

All the walls have been emulsion painted and all woodwork undercoat and 

gloss painted. The kitchen has also been cleaned, a new dado rail fitted on 

the far wall of the hall and new gratings fitted to the floor hot air system. (It 

all looks very good.) 

 

1, ATHOLLWALK 
 

This was the curate’s house which has several problems but the major one is 

the collapse of the foundations and so our insurer assessors have asked for a 

number of trees and shrubs to be removed and so more volunteers. We have 

removed a small tree and a number of shrubs in the front garden and we now 

wait for the local authority to remove some larger trees  
 

So can I say on behalf of the Church Council thanks to all who have been 
doing this work and thanks in anticipation for those who are going to help 

with cleaning the church on Saturday 11th July. 

Brian Backhouse 

Chairman Property Committee   

 

ST MARY’S CHURCH  

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE 
 

Introducing our recently formed publicity committee comprising Simon 

Dommett and Debbie Richardson heading our online presence, and Sarah 

Collinson, Colin Last, Andy Richardson and Wendy Watmough completing 

the team. 
 

We are currently in the process of updating our contact list to make sure we 

have current information including e-mail and web address where possible. 

Our aim is to take a more professional approach and use as many avenues as 

possible to promote our church services, events and community activities, to 

get our message out there and raise our profile. 
 

To this end we need our church members to keep us informed in the 

planning stages of things that need publicity. Please speak to or contact any 

of the team. We can use church notices, contact with local organisations and 

community notice boards as well as online. Please don’t hesitate to be in 

touch to showcase what is happening at St Mary’s. 

Wendy Watmough 



 

 

Worship Survey 2 Prayer 2020 

 

I should like to thank all those who responded to our second survey which helps to 

reflect who and where we are as a church congregation and community.  It is always 

good to know where you are when you start to look to where you want to go so that 

you can go in the correct direction. 
 

The survey responses are shown below and a simple comment next to each as an in-

terpretation of the data. 
 

In summary, the focus of the survey on our prayer life shows that for many it is a very 

private thing, with less than half our congregation sharing their prayer concerns in any 

way, even by lighting a candle in private prayer in church. 
 

One thing the survey doesn’t answer is why this situation is.  Is it due to the great Brit-

ish reserve? Is it due to concerns about trusting others with their prayers? Would peo-

ple gossip rather than pray? Is it that people don’t value the power of prayer? Or is it 

that you have never been encouraged to share in prayer?  There are a myriad of other 

reasons and you know the answer for your response.  
  

However I would like us as a church congregation to explore how we can effectively 

use prayer in our lives and in the lives of those we pray for.  Not as a habit or routine 

but as a means of healing and wholeness.  Most people find communion services the 

most helpful for prayer and it would be good to encourage this as 35% of our congre-

gation state they wouldn’t come to a separate time of teaching/encouragement about 

prayer. 
 

The other half of the survey looked at how we use the Bible and small groups. Again 

about half the congregation have no experience of Bible study, bible reading notes or 

small groups. And only about 15% of our congregation currently use Bible study notes 

in any form.  I would again want to encourage this as it is part of a structure of prayer 

and growing our faith. This also applies to small house or study groups. Although they 

are not for everybody with 20% saying they would never attend one, what we don’t 

know is why? Maybe this is something for a personal conversation or invitation to 

such a group to explore why. I wonder do people feel too old, don’t want to go out at 

night, scared of sharing their faith or fear of getting it wrong, not sure how to share 

their faith, don’t have time, never been encouraged? Again the possible list of reasons 

goes on and the survey doesn’t answer this. 
 

As you read the survey responses, I would want to encourage you to think about the 

why question.  The answer maybe that is the way we are and the way we always want 

to be.  In that case we don’t want to waste time and effort trying to change people’s 

minds to something they don’t want.  But if the answer is that nobody has shown me, 

or walked beside me on that journey, then we can walk beside you now and together 

discover a whole new world. 
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Please read also the comments about how our prayer life is described and what peo-

ple suggest would help them in their prayer. What I want to do is encourage people 

in prayer and will be looking at how we might respond to these comments in our 

future worship together. 

 

1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 NIV –   

Rejoice always, pray continually,  

give thanks in all circumstances;   

for this is God's will for you in Christ Jesus. 
 

 Simon Dommett May 2020 

   Worship Survey 2 Prayer 2020 

  39 survey total 

    

  
Out 

of 
% 

1 During Advent a daily Reading Sheet was 

offered to the congregation. Did you? 

Nearly half the 

congregation 

found it useful 

3/20 didn't use 

it 

8 0.410 Find it very useful 

3 0.154 Find it slightly helpful 

0 0.000 Find it unhelpful 

5 0.231 Only used it sometimes 

3 0.128 Didn’t use it at all 

  0  2  During Advent invitations cards were 

60% didn't use 

the invitation to 

services. Only 2 

in ten invited  

4 0.179 Use it for you self 

12 0.615 Not use it at all 

4 0.179 Give to somebody as an invitation 

  0  

3  During the past months the congregation 

have been invited to share a favourite prayer.  

Did you? 

Half the 

congregation 

found the 

prayers useful  

less than 1/10 

didn't support 

2 0.103 Offer a prayer to share 

10 0.487 Find the prayers shared useful 

1 0.051 Not find the prayers shared useful 

2 0.077 Not support the idea of sharing prayers 

7 0.333 Other-please specify 
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  0  
4  In our church we offer the opportunity to light 

candles in prayer. During 2019 did you 

Half the cong-

regation have 

or do use the 

votive stand for 

prayer half do 

not 

4 0.205 Regularly light a candle in the votive stand 

7 0.359 Occasionally light a candle in the votive stand 

7 0.359 Never light a candle in the votive stand 

1 0.051 Did not know what the votive stand was for 

1 0.026 Did not know how to use the votive stand 

  0  

5  In our church we offer the opportunity to write 

prayer requests in the Memorial chapel. During 

2019 have you 

7/10 NEVER 

written a prayer 

request, 1/20 

used regularly  

1/10 didn't know 

how to use 

1 0.051 Regularly written a prayer request 

4 0.205 Occasionally written a prayer request 

13 0.667 Never written a prayer request 

1 0.051 Did not know about writing prayer requests. 

1 0.026 Did not know how to use the prayer requests 

  0  

6  In our church we offer the opportunity to have 

prayers for wholeness and healing each month. 

During 2019 

50% had never 

requested 

prayers for 

themselves or 

others 

3 0.128 Regularly requested prayer for yourself or others 

8 0.385 Occasionally requested prayer  for yourself or 

10 0.487 Never  requested prayer for yourself or others 

1 0.026 Did not know about requested prayer 

0 0.000 Did not know how to ask for requested prayer 

  0  

7  In our church we offer the opportunity to have 

people named during our prayers for wholeness 

and healing each month. During 2019 

1 0.051 Regularly requested NAMED prayer for yourself or 

6 0.308 Occasionally requested NAMED prayer  for yourself 

11 0.538 Never  requested NAMED prayer for yourself or 

1 0.026 Did not know about NAMED requested prayer 

1 0.051 Did not know how to ask for NAMED requested 

1 0.051 Occasionally 

4 0.205 Never 

50% had never 

requested 

prayers for 

themselves or 

others  
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  0  8  In the past year have you used Bible reading notes? 

Nearly 40% 

had NEVER  

used Bible 

reading notes - 

only 15% used 

regularly  

7 0.359 Never 

9 0.436 Sometimes 

3 0.154 Regularly 

1 0.026 I would like some information about them 

4 0.179 Please specify which Bible reading notes helped you 

  0  9  Could you please tell us your age range (years)? 

Nearly 50% of 

our 

congregation 

over 70 - 85% 

over 50  

0 0.000 0-10 

0 0.000 11-17 

1 0.026 18-29 

3 0.128 30-49 

7 0.359 50-69 

9 0.462 70+ 

  0  
10  In the past year have you attended a house/home 

study group? 

Nearly 50% 

have never 

attended a 

house group  

20% wouldn't 

attend a group  

9 0.462 Never 

5 0.231 Lent study group 

3 0.128 Autumn study group-(‘the Bible’) 

4 0.205 Existing House group 

1 0.051 I would like some information about them 

4 0.179 I don’t want to attend a house/home group 

  0  
11  Which ecumenical activities did you support in 

2019? 

6 0.282 Week of prayer for Christian Unity in January 

3 0.154 Lent Bible study 

5 0.231 Palm Sunday Walk of Witness 

4 0.179 Launch of North Bedford Churches  Together in July 

2 0.077 North Bedford Churches together Mini retreat in 

3 0.128 Act of Remembrance on the Green in November 

4 0.205 Carol Singing at Tesco in December 

4 0.179 Other-please specify 

4 0.205 World Day of Prayer 

6 0.308 None of the above 

30% had never 

supported a 

Churches 

Together 

event  other 

events not 

very well 

supported  
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  0  12  What sort or type of service helps you to pray? 

18 0.923 Communion Service 

9 0.436 Family Service 

6 0.282 Modern Praise Service 

9 0.436 Reflective/ Taizé Service 

5 0.256 Said Service 

7 0.359 Evensong 

3 0.128 Messy Church 

1 0.051 Other-please specify 

  0  
13  What do you think is the best time for 

teaching about prayer? 

65% thought 

prayer 

teaching 

should be in 

Communion  

30% as a 

separate 

occasion 

13 0.641 Communion Service 

7 0.333 Family Service 

4 0.179 Evening Service 

6 0.308 Separate occasion in  the week 

3 0.154 Other-please specify 

  0  
14  Would you attend a separate time of teaching 

about prayers or different types of prayer? 

35% would 

NOT come to 

separate 

prayer 

teaching, 

45% might 

7 0.359 No 

9 0.462 Maybe 

4 0.179 yes 

  0  
15  What would help you in your prayers at St. 

Mary’s? 

 12 0.590  

  0  
16  How would describe the prayers or prayer life 

at St. Mary’s to your friends? 

Communion 

helps 90% in 

prayer, 

reflective 

Taizé and 

family 

service 45%,  

Evensong 

35%  
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What would help you in your prayers? 
How would you describe the prayers at 

St. Mary's? 

Times of silence/contemplation for our 

own prayers to be offered up.  The use 

of many candles like at Taizé. Periods of 

prayers where time is taken over the 

saying of prayers, to focus on the 

meaning of the prayers being said. 

range of types of service, different 

prayers used at different services, and I 

would imagine that everyone could find 

a type of service that would suit their 

prayers 

Quiet times before the service starts Good 

Weekly Prayer Cycle is useful, perhaps 

include it in Parish and People, pull out 

in centre, might help reach more 

people. More spaces in the inter-

cessions for individual prayer- written 

prayers for national/global events 

variety of opportunities/resources 

available including more reflective 

services.  Sunday service can vary hugely 

in how prayerful they feel. 

 Helpful, encouraging 

 Nice to know you are being prayed for 

Times of silence-let God get a word in Hopeful 

Once learnt a prayer repeated can help  

More teaching on different approaches 

to prayer 
prayer life is strong at St. Mary's 

More time for quiet prayer 

Various opportunities and styles-

Services ~ said prayers, for individuals 

wholeness and healing, prayer group for 

those in need, prayer boards for written 

prayers, reflective Taizé 

All Ok thank you My church family 

Opportunity for congregation to share in 

'open prayers'   Praise /Prayer Evenings 
Quiet reserved and private 

A selection of suggested prayers, 

perhaps distributed on pew ends, to 

help guide me through different 

scenarios eg grief, joy, sorrow during 

reflective prayer times 

It’s very inclusive, but only if people put 

themselves into a position of joining in-

particularly if new to the congregation 

Me and regular attendance by me 
I'm not sure, I'd tell them to attend 

church 

Time, make time, more of it varied different styles 
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Some people struggle with the concept 

that you do not need to know the ins 

and outs of a person’s situation/illness 

to pray for them. It can be upsetting and 

intrusive to be asked such private & 

personal information 

Service of communal and individual 

prayer-the prayer fellowship team holds 

us all in prayer, but also on a named or 

nominated basis, particularly those who 

feel their family, friends need wholeness 

and healing 

A long enough period of quiet for this 

purpose 

There is a small group meeting regularly 

to pray for the life of the church and for 

you and for me 

 They would not understand 

Nothing quite happy as things are Traditional, meaningful and topical 

 Peaceful & reflective 

 Good 

 Would find it difficult 

A chance to share-listen to/practice 

different approaches 

Good-but I sometimes feel the need for 

more space-silence 

Pauses for silence - intercessions not 

being read too quickly 
Structured, formal mostly, for everyone 

More silence or longer moments for 

silence, smaller range of sung responses 

(which are good in themselves but 

distracting if too many types) 

The intercessions are eclectic 

n/a Meaningful, fulfilling, relevant 

times for reflective silence OK (if asked) 

Quiet times before the service starts 
Opportunities are there, including the 

memorial chapel 

Would like to learn how to pray properly 

to our Lord 
Amazing, useful, heart full of love 

I find time for reflection is often lacking-

e.g. space between each intention in the 

prayers before rushing into the next 

section. I.e. time to listen as well as ask. 

Have found Meyers Briggs personality 

types-looking at how personality types 

reflect different prayer styles. 

Not sure as types of service very 

different-we have discussed in house 

group and reflected on different types 

of worship. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO OLD ENGLISHAN INTRODUCTION TO OLD ENGLISHAN INTRODUCTION TO OLD ENGLISHAN INTRODUCTION TO OLD ENGLISH    
The other day I was looking at St Albans Cathedral website when I The other day I was looking at St Albans Cathedral website when I The other day I was looking at St Albans Cathedral website when I The other day I was looking at St Albans Cathedral website when I 
noticed an advert for a morning course in Old English by Zoom.noticed an advert for a morning course in Old English by Zoom.noticed an advert for a morning course in Old English by Zoom.noticed an advert for a morning course in Old English by Zoom.    
    

 I’m always ready to try something new and it immediately ap- I’m always ready to try something new and it immediately ap- I’m always ready to try something new and it immediately ap- I’m always ready to try something new and it immediately ap-
pealed. After some deliberation I signed up as I have an interest in pealed. After some deliberation I signed up as I have an interest in pealed. After some deliberation I signed up as I have an interest in pealed. After some deliberation I signed up as I have an interest in 
the old languages of Britain and would love to be able to read some the old languages of Britain and would love to be able to read some the old languages of Britain and would love to be able to read some the old languages of Britain and would love to be able to read some 
of the poetic literature.of the poetic literature.of the poetic literature.of the poetic literature.    
    

It was a fascinating session with about sixteen of us from as far It was a fascinating session with about sixteen of us from as far It was a fascinating session with about sixteen of us from as far It was a fascinating session with about sixteen of us from as far 
afield as Farnham in Surrey and Lancing in Sussex. afield as Farnham in Surrey and Lancing in Sussex. afield as Farnham in Surrey and Lancing in Sussex. afield as Farnham in Surrey and Lancing in Sussex.     
We started by listening to an enactment from Beowulf and then We started by listening to an enactment from Beowulf and then We started by listening to an enactment from Beowulf and then We started by listening to an enactment from Beowulf and then 
looked at the history of how the language came to Britain and looked at the history of how the language came to Britain and looked at the history of how the language came to Britain and looked at the history of how the language came to Britain and 
which other languages influenced it.  The first written poem extant which other languages influenced it.  The first written poem extant which other languages influenced it.  The first written poem extant which other languages influenced it.  The first written poem extant 
in Old English is Caedmon’s Song of Creation and I’d already in Old English is Caedmon’s Song of Creation and I’d already in Old English is Caedmon’s Song of Creation and I’d already in Old English is Caedmon’s Song of Creation and I’d already 
come across this as the junior choir used to sing a setting of it. come across this as the junior choir used to sing a setting of it. come across this as the junior choir used to sing a setting of it. come across this as the junior choir used to sing a setting of it.     
    

We had been sent worksheets before the course and we now used We had been sent worksheets before the course and we now used We had been sent worksheets before the course and we now used We had been sent worksheets before the course and we now used 
these to learn about pronunciation and basic grammar and some these to learn about pronunciation and basic grammar and some these to learn about pronunciation and basic grammar and some these to learn about pronunciation and basic grammar and some 
new letters which are no longer found in English.  So far so good new letters which are no longer found in English.  So far so good new letters which are no longer found in English.  So far so good new letters which are no longer found in English.  So far so good 
but then we were asked to say certain words individually and but then we were asked to say certain words individually and but then we were asked to say certain words individually and but then we were asked to say certain words individually and 
suggest their meanings. I think we were all slightly apprehensive suggest their meanings. I think we were all slightly apprehensive suggest their meanings. I think we were all slightly apprehensive suggest their meanings. I think we were all slightly apprehensive 
to start with but soon got into the swing of it. There followed an to start with but soon got into the swing of it. There followed an to start with but soon got into the swing of it. There followed an to start with but soon got into the swing of it. There followed an 
exercise in grammar to complete and then read out. exercise in grammar to complete and then read out. exercise in grammar to complete and then read out. exercise in grammar to complete and then read out.     

Finally we looked at some old texts, reading them out together. Finally we looked at some old texts, reading them out together. Finally we looked at some old texts, reading them out together. Finally we looked at some old texts, reading them out together.     
    

The time ‘zoomed’ past very quickly but the course certainly whet-The time ‘zoomed’ past very quickly but the course certainly whet-The time ‘zoomed’ past very quickly but the course certainly whet-The time ‘zoomed’ past very quickly but the course certainly whet-
ted my appetite and we have been offered the possibility of a fiveted my appetite and we have been offered the possibility of a fiveted my appetite and we have been offered the possibility of a fiveted my appetite and we have been offered the possibility of a five----
week follow up course.  Will I find time to fit it in? I definitely week follow up course.  Will I find time to fit it in? I definitely week follow up course.  Will I find time to fit it in? I definitely week follow up course.  Will I find time to fit it in? I definitely 
hope so!hope so!hope so!hope so!    
                            Sarah Collinson   Sarah Collinson   Sarah Collinson   Sarah Collinson       
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This month we are asked to remember the following groups and parishes of St 
Alban's diocese in our prayers 
 

Saturday  1 Prison Chaplains  

Sunday  2  Mental Health Chaplains  

Monday  3  Wareside, Holy Trinity (Hertford & Ware) 

Tuesday 4  Waterford, St Michael and All Angels (Hertford & Ware) 

Wednesday  5  Watton-at-Stone (Hertford & Ware) 

Thursday  6  Widford (Hertford & Ware)  

Friday  7  Great Wymondley (Hitchin) 

Saturday   8  Hitchin (Hitchin)  

Sunday  9  Holwell (Hitchin)  

Monday  10 Ickleford (Hitchin)  

Tuesday  11  Kings Walden (Hitchin)  

Wednesday  12  Letchworth (Hitchin)  

Thursday  13  Letchworth, St Paul (Hitchin)  

Friday  14  Lilley (Hitchin)  

Saturday  15  Little Wymondley (Hitchin)  

Sunday  16  Norton (Hitchin)  

Monday  17  Offley (Hitchin)  

Tuesday  18  Pirton (Hitchin)  

Wednesday  19  Radwell (Hitchin)  

Thursday  20  St Ippolyts (Hitchin)  

Friday  21 St Paul's Walden (Hitchin)   

Saturday  22 Stotfold (Hitchin)  

Sunday  23 Wilbury (Hitchin)  

Monday  24 Willian (Hitchin)  

Tuesday  25 Biscot, Holy Trinity (Luton)  

Wednesday  26 Bushmead (Luton)  

Thursday  27 Caddington (Luton)  

Friday  28 Farley Hill, St John the Baptist (Luton)  

Saturday 29 Leagrave, St Luke (Luton)  

Sunday 30 Luton (Luton)   

Monday 31 Luton, All Saints with St Peter (Luton)  
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CALENDAR, AUGUST 2020 
 

Sunday  2 THE EIGHTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY  
  (Proper 13) 
 

Tuesday  4 John-Baptiste Vianey, Curé d’Ars, Spiritual Guide 
 

Wednesday  5 Oswald, King of Northumbria, Martyr, 642 
 

Thursday  6 THE TRANSFIGURATION OF OUR LORD  
 

Friday 7 John Mason Neale, Priest, Hymn Writer, 1866 
 

Saturday 8 Dominic, Priest,  
  Founder of the Order of Preachers, 1221 
  

Sunday 9 THE NINTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY  
  (Proper 14) 
 

Monday 10 Laurence, Deacon at Rome, Martyr, 258 
 

Tuesday  11 Clare of Assisi,  
  Fonder of the Minoresses (Poor Clares), 1253 
 

  John Henry Newman, Priest, Tractarian, 1890 
 

Thursday 13 Jeremy Taylor, Bishop of Down & Connor,  
  Teacher, 1667 
 

  Florence Nightingale, Nurse, Social Reformer, 1910 
 

  Octavia Hill, Social Reformer, 1912 
 

Friday  14 Maximilian Kolbe, Friar, Martyr, 1941 
 

Saturday 15 THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 
 

Sunday 16 THE TENTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY  
  (Proper 15) 
 

Thursday 20 Bernard of Clairvaux, Teacher, 1153 
 

  William and Catherine Booth, 
  Founders of the Salvation Army, 1912 & 1890  
 

Sunday 23 THE ELEVENTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY  
  (Proper 16) 
 

Monday  24 BARTHOLOMEW THE APOSTLE  
 

Thursday 27 Monica, Mother of Augustine of Hippo, 387 
 

Friday 28 Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, Teacher, 430 
 

Saturday 29 The Beheading of John the Baptist  
 

Sunday 30 THE TWELFTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY  
  (Proper 17) 
 

Monday 31 Aidan, Bishop of Lindisfarne, Missionary, 651 



 

 

ST MARY’S DIRECTORY 

Parochial Church Council Committees 

 Finance: Richard Kirby   01234 266425 
 Pastoral: Chris Jones   01234 959952 
 Property:  Brian Backhouse  01234 403255 
 Publicity: Debbie Richardson  01234 313304  
 Worship: Cathy Sanderson  07870 679699 

Music at St Mary’s 

 Organist: Vacant 
 Keyboard: Jane Davey   01234 360851 
 Choir: Sarah Collinson  01234 262123 
 First Sunday: Jane Davey   01234 360851 

Bellringers   

 Tower Captain: Jenny Thompson  01234 216571 

Church Services 

 Altar Servers:  Frances Tyler   01234 303407 
 Flowers: Sally Gilbert   01234 266552 

Intercessions:  Tim Hern    01234 317847 
Lesson Readers:  Brenda Keech   01234 266743 
Sacristans:  Wendy & Bill Roffe  01234 342287 

 Verger:  Antony Collinson   01234 262123 

Social Groups 

 Catering Team: D Kirby & S Barker  01234 266425 
 Craft & Chat: Elaine Abraham  01234 301181 
 Indoor Bowls:  Dorothy Kirby  01234 266425 

Ladies’ Breakfast:  Chris Graham   01234 213501 
Men’s Breakfast:  Brian Backhouse  01234 403255 
Knit & Natter: Elaine Abraham  01234 301181 
Walking Group: Richard Kirby   01234 266425
  

Other useful Contacts 

Archivist:  Sarah Collinson   01234 262123 
Beavers:  David Batten   07523 215187 
Bible Reading notes:  Jane Preston   01234 306361 
Children’s Society: Christine Chapman  01234 342724 
Church Library:   Susan Lane   01234 404970 
North Bedford Churches Together:  
  Colin Last   01234 356261 
Guides:  Nesta Gedrych  07708 954462 
Planned Giving: Michael Barker  01234 306139 

 Signing Group:  Sue Lennon   01234 407298 
Traidcraft:  Andrew & Shelly Dennison 01234 217261 



 

 

 

Editorial Team: Sarah Collinson  Mary Everitt 
    Christopher Hjelt  Brenda Keech 
 

Proofreading:  Shelly Dennison      
 

Distribution:  Brenda Keech 
 

Treasurer:  Mary Cope 
 

Please note that the deadline for articles to be included  
in the September issue is Sunday, 2nd August. The deadline for the  

October issue is Sunday, 6th September. 
Articles, where possible, should be sent by e-mail to  

parishandpeople@gmail.com or submitted to one of the  
editorial team on a memory stick accompanied by hard copy.   

Hand-written items are also accepted. 

REGULAR SERVICES AT ST. MARY’S 
 
 

SUNDAYS 
 

First Sunday of the month only 
 8.00 am Holy Communion (B.C.P.) 

  

 9.30 am  Family Praise – There is no Communion but plenty  
  of music, singing, listening to God’s Word and prayer.  
 

 5.00 pm  Contemplative or Taizé Service 
 

Second, Fourth and Fifth Sundays of the month 
 9.30 am Parish Communion (Common Worship)  

with activities for children. 
 

Third Sunday of the month 
 9.30 am Family Communion (Common Worship)  
  This service is especially child and family orientated.
  

 Second Sunday of the month 
 5.00 pm Evensong (B.C.P.)  March - November (except August) 
 

WEEKDAYS 
  

 

Monday, Tuesday and Friday 
9.00am Morning Prayer (CW) 

 

Every Wednesday 
 10.00am Holy Communion (B.C.P.) 
 

www.stmarygoldington.org.uk 

During these times of restriction when we cannot 

meet physically in church 

we invite you to join with others virtually each week 

in worship and prayer. 

  

We would love to send you your personal worship 

services by email. please sign up at :- 
https://www.stmarygoldington.com/sign-up 

  

or email the.revd.simon@gmail.com who will then send 

you invitations. 

  

Our past worship is recorded and can be found at:- 
https://www.stmarygoldington.com/online-worship 

 
  

Links to these addresses can be found on our 

website. 

We are looking forward to your virtual presence. 


